Abstract
Research Yuo-Hsien Shiau significantly reduce cost of SA patients. Owing to that, the discovery of heartbeat indices to replace AHI has been an attractive/important topic for a long time [6] . Nevertheless, early diagnoses on autonomic nervous system (ANS) would be fundamentally as well as clinically important for SA patients in the sleep testing process. In this study, we will provide a diagnosing ANS scheme applied in a single night before treatment. Heartbeat indices R + and R − , previously proposed for characterizing the activation degree of parasympathetic (R + ) and sympathetic (R − ) tone in time domain, would be potential tools for early diagnoses on autonomic imbalance in stage 1. In addition, the relationship between heartbeat indices and associated clinical variables will be discussed in details. The detailed calculations of R + and R − indices can be found [8] .
Methods

Analyzed data
Three groups of subjects in stage 1 were considered in this study. Apnea (class A), mild-to-moderate apnea (class B), and control (normal, or class C) subjects were classified according to AHI. Our analyzed data including 40 recordings in class A, 10 recordings in class B, and 20 recordings in class C were obtained from Apnea-ECG Database, which has been publicly released in PhysioNet [9] . These subjects were 57 men and 13 women between 27 and 63 years of age. It should be noted that the Apnea-ECG Database also provided, in additional to AHI, the information of disordered breathing (DB) which counts the total time duration of apnea and hypopnea in the overnight sleep. Table 1 provided demographic characteristics of SA patients and controls.
Statistical Analyses
The demographic data were compared between the three groups using one-way ANOVA. Significant differences were considered when p was less than 0.05. Concerning sensitivity and specificity analyses for apnea (Class A) and control (Class C) groups based upon results
Introduction
It is known that undiagnosed sleep disorders, particularly sleep apnea (SA), increase healthcare costs and are related with cardiovascular morbidity [1] , psychiatric disorders [2] , cognitive impairments [3] , reduced work performance and occupational injuries [4] . Although the pathogenic effects are complex in SA, it is believed that autonomic imbalance should be involved [1] . Two-overnight polysomnography (PSG) for the diagnosis of SA and titration of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy remains the gold standard practice in a sleep laboratory. Recently, a unification of the diagnosis (stage 1) and CPAP titration (stage 2) into a single night has potentially increased convenience of patients and economy of the sleep testing process. However, new diagnostic methods have been developed because of low accessibility and high cost of PSG, such as cyclic variation of heart rate (CVHR) [5, 6] .
Apnea/hypopnea index (AHI), the number of apnea and hypopnea episodes during 1 hour of overnight sleep, is a well-accepted measurement for diagnosing the severity of SA patients. Normal, mild, moderate, and severe stages are classified as AHI <5/hr, 5/hr to <15/hr, 15/hr to <30/hr, and ≥30/hr, respectively. A recent study suggested that AHI from the first 2 hours (2hr-AHI) and 3 hours (3hr-AHI) of sleep correlated strongly with the overnight-AHI (ON-AHI) [7] . These findings would be helpful for early diagnoses in stage 1.
CVHR
is resulted from the cardiorespiratory interaction during episodes of SA, which consists of bradycardia during apnea followed by abrupt tachycardia on its cessation. Therefore, it would be expected that heartbeat indices could replace the target index AHI to be screening tools for the severity of SA. In addition, if these effective heartbeat indices can be obtained from the first time window (TW) of sleep, like the performance of AHI, it would be beneficial to Nonlinear Diagnoses on Autonomic Imbalance on a Single Night Before Treatment for Sleep Apnea: A Proposed Scheme Based Upon Heartbeat Indices of heartbeat indices, areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves (i.e., AUC value) for different TWs were calculated. The correlation studies (r value) in between heartbeat indices (R + and R − ) and clinical variables (AHI and DB) for all analyzed subjects were performed, where the significant threshold was P<0.05.
The calculation procedure
R + and R − indices as a function of the first TW of sleep will be calculated. The minimum TW was 60 minutes in this study, then adding 20 minutes for the next calculation, and finally reaching to the total time spent in overnight (ON) sleep. If an index is independent of TW, it would be expected to potentially become a diagnostic tool. Therefore, the calculation procedure will ensure that whether R + and/or R − are robust or not.
Results
The scatter plots of Figure 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate, respectively, the relationships of R + (ON) vs. R + (60 min) and R − (ON) vs. R − (60 min) for all analyzed subjects, where the straight line was the best fitting line. The correlation coefficients (r) for R + (ON) vs. R + (60 min) and R − (ON) vs. R − (60 min) were, respectively, equal to 0.997 (P<0.001) and 0.998 (P<0.001). R + (mean ± SD) and R − (mean ± SD) indices as a function of time window for apnea (class A, cross) and control (class C, circle) subjects were shown in Figures  2(a) and 2(b) , respectively. In addition, the corresponding AUC value (triangle) for the differentiation of apnea and control subjects was depicted for each time window. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the relationships of our heartbeat indices (R + and R − ) and respiratory indices (AHI and DB) for all analyzed subjects. There were five scatter plots in Figure 3 Figure 4 , there were four scatter Research Yuo-Hsien Shiau both R + and R − were robust for early diagnosing autonomic overactivity in SA patients during stage 1, where R + (60 min) and R − (60 min) were strongly correlated with R + (ON) and R − (ON), respectively. In particular, both R + and R − were not sensitive to TW, thus our heartbeat indices displayed a nonlinear characteristic, rather than the traditional Fourier transform for exploring the interplay of parasympathetic and sympathetic tone. Besides, the stable AUC profile along different TWs exhibited both high sensitivity and specificity for R + and R − indices, where AUC (mean ± SD)=0.9342 ± 0.0027 for R + and AUC (mean ± SD)=0.9007 ± 0.0155 for R − .
As for
The possible mechanisms to impact on the activation of ANS would be complicated in sleep. For example, quiet sleep can be characterized by concurrent vagal activation and sympathetic withdrawal. This kind of autonomic alternations is totally different in the rapid eye movement stage [10, 11] . Periodic leg movements (PLMs) can make the similar arrhythmias pattern as that of SA. In well-controlled clinical settings people found that the efficiency of automated SA detection by heartbeat will be strongly reduced for subjects with a higher PLM index [6] . Owing to those possible factors related with the response of ANS, heartbeat and respiratory indices in Figures 3 and 4 exhibited lower correlation coefficients, however, significant relationships were still observed.
Based upon [7] and our present findings, the minimum time spent for diagnosing the severity as well as autonomic imbalance of SA patients in stage 1 should be chosen as 2 hours, where cardiorespiratory indices including 2 hr-AHI, R + (120 min), and R − (120 min) would be considered. Because the total sleep time is roughly equal to 8 hours, thus CPAP therapy can be performed for the next 6 hours. Therefore, reduction of evaluation time on important cardiorespiratory indices would be definitely helpful for the next treatment of SA patients in a single-night process. 
Discussions
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that
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Conclusions
To conclude, in this study an overall estimation on ANS by our proposed heartbeat indices R + and R − would be potentially applied to SA through early diagnoses on autonomic imbalance in the sleep testing process. Although both heartbeat indices cannot replace AHI to become diagnostic methods for the severity of SA, however, a unification of these cardiorespiratory indices would be clinically important in a singlenight PSG practice. Moreover, both sympathetic (R − ) and parasympathetic (R + ) excesses were characterized in SA patients; therefore, SA patients with cardiovascular morbidity would be expected.
